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engaged in the many facets of student services technology and student transfer issues.

Guided Pathways from Community College to University

We have scheduled over 100 sessions, as well as preconference workshops, roundtables,
and networking events to give you a personalized experience. For the second year, we have
identified sessions for our Innovation Hub, which identifies and highlights emerging technologies
7 Insights
at the Intersection of Student Success & Technology
and innovative solutions that will help institutions improve services for students and facilitate
Michael Reilly, Executive Director, AACRAO
student success. Topics identified for the Innovation Hub are labeled in the program.
John O’Brien, President & CEO, EDUCAUSE

6

Shanna Smith Jaggars, Assistant Vice-Provost for Research in Undergraduate Education, The Ohio State Universit

Our programming will keep you busy during the day, however, be sure to take time to explore.

Biographies
Minneapolis is unlike any other city—with its chain of lakes, as well as 200 miles of walking,

10

14

biking, and cross country ski trails within the city limits. Also known for a vibrant arts and music
scene that rivals New York City, as well as the best shopping in the region and world-class
museums, Minneapolis offers the perfect blend of natural beauty and urban sophistication.
If you are looking to improve your transfer practices, or if you apply technology to your work as a
higher education professional, the AACRAO Technology & Transfer Conference is your one-stop
resource. So, whether you have responsibilities in one area or both, we’re pleased that you’re
here to have fun, network, and learn!
We truly hope the 2018 AACRAO Technology & Transfer Conference meets your personal and
professional expectations.

Mark Simpson
AACRAO Technology & Transfer Conference Director
University Registrar
Iowa State University

The information contained in this summary reflects BullsEye Resources, Inc.’s subjective condensed summarization of the applicable conference sessions. There may be material
errors, omissions, or inaccuracies in the reporting of the substance of the sessions. In no way does BullsEye Resources or AACRAO assume any responsibility for any information
provided or any decisions made based upon the information provided in this document.
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Dear Colleague,

Communication and Technology for a Changing
Generation: Gen Z & 2025
On behalf of myself and the Technology & Transfer Conference Advisory Committee, welcome
to Minneapolis! We are thrilled to have a range of professions represented at the conference—
admissions, registrar, retention, IT, enrollment management, transfer center, and financial aid—all
engaged in the many facets of student services technology and student transfer issues.

Sheetal
Patel,
Associate
Director
and Content
Lead
for the Careerworkshops,
Management
Center, Stanford Graduate School of
We J.
have
scheduled
over
100 sessions,
as well
as preconference
roundtables,
and networking events to give you a personalized experience. For the second year, we have
Business
identified sessions for our Innovation Hub, which identifies and highlights emerging technologies
and innovative solutions that will help institutions improve services for students and facilitate
● Safetyinand
student success. Topics identified for the Innovation Hub are●labeled
the security.
program.Gen Z doesn’t see school as a
OVERVIEW

safe place, since they grew up with multiple mass
The shift
the student will
body
from
Gen
Y to
Gen Z
is day,
a however, be
Our in
programming
keep
you
busy
during
the
sure to take time to explore.
school shootings. They don’t know a world without 9/11
significant
changeisfacing
education.
Gen
worlMinneapolis
unlikehigher
any other
city—with
its Z’s
chain
of lakes, as well as 200 miles of walking,
and the war on terrorism.
dviewbiking,
differsand
dramatically
fromski
that
of prior
generations.
cross country
trails
within
the city limits. Also known for a vibrant arts and music
scene
that rivals New
City,
as well natives”
as the best
region
and world-class
Thanks
to technology,
this York
group
of “digital
hasshopping●in● the
Racial
equality.
Gen Z is demographically diverse and
museums,
Minneapolis
offers the perfect
blend
of natural
and
urban
different
expectations
and communication
habits
from
past beautythe
majority sophistication.
of Gen Zers think racial equality is the right
students.
predict
that transformation
will
becomeor if you apply
thing.
They are to
open
diverse
If youExperts
are looking
to improve
your transfer
practices,
technology
yourtowork
as asets of friends. Fewer
the new
currency
for
Gen
Z.
Successful
transformation
on
than
20%
of
Gen
Zers
believe
a friend must come from
higher education professional, the AACRAO Technology & Transfer Conference is your one-stop
campus
will
rely
on
agile
communities
and
experiential
resource. So, whether you have responsibilities in one area or both,
we’rebackground
pleased thator
you’re
the same
culture.
learning.
andnetwork,
universities
attain their transforhereColleges
to have fun,
and can
learn!
●● A truly digital worldview. Gen Z does everything online
mation goals by leveraging technologies like data integraWe truly hope the 2018 AACRAO Technology & Transfer Conference
meets
your personal
and they
communicate
in aand
completely different way.
tion and
visualization, artificial intelligence, wearables, and
professional expectations.
Gen
Z
members
are
on
YouTube,
Twitter, Snapchat,
more. The result will be greater Gen Z student success.
Facebook, and a million other apps. It is a lot of overstimulation and they embrace the chaos. Many students
CONTEXT
have two or three email accounts and receive 300 to
Dr. Sheetal J. Patel discussed Gen Z’s unique characteris400 emails a day. With so much information to process,
tics and how colleges and universities can leverage techchronic multitasking, reduced attention spans, and forMark
Simpson
nology
to meet
the demands of this generation of students.
getfulness are the norm. The Pew Institute estimates that
AACRAO Technology & Transfer Conference Director
attention spans have decreased from 12 to 8 seconds.
University Registrar

KEYIowa
TAKEAWAYS
State University

World events and technological advances have
shaped Gen Z’s beliefs, values, and behaviors.
Members of Generation Z were born between 1995 and
2009. They have been on college campuses for four
years already and will be part of the college community
through 2030. Dr. Patel discussed how different world
events and technologies have influenced Gen Z’s mindset:
●● Employment. Many Gen Z members witnessed the recession and how it affected their parents and siblings.
When it comes to employment, survival matters. Gen
Z is looking for job security, but they also want to have
an impact through their work.
●● Education. Gen Z cares about the cost of education.
Some question the necessity of higher education for
future success.
●● Finances. Members of Gen Z want financial security.
Many are unsure they will be able to afford homes.

●● Instant gratification and variety. Gen Z expects instant gratification from entertainment, and that expectation flows to the rest of their life. They want variety in
their classroom and work experiences, since they get
variety elsewhere.
●● Face-to-face interactions. Despite the digital inundation, Gen Z wants face-to-face interactions. However,
face-to-face for Gen Z includes new modes of communication like Snapchat and FaceTime.
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●● Mobile technologies and mental health. More than
90% of Gen Z has a smartphone and they say it is
their most important screen. For Gen Z, fads mean
different mobile apps. With mobile devices, they talk,
do social, watch videos, shop, and get entertainment.
Mobile has driven a “fear of missing out,” or FOMO.
In addition, Gen Z feels they can’t complain on social
media because that is where people present polished
images of themselves. This is taking its toll, as suicide
and depression rates are skyrocketing.

WELCOME LETTER

2018 AACRAO Technology & Transfer Conference

To create scalable transformation for Gen
Before selecting technologies, identify the
Dear Colleague,
Z students, institutions must focus on agile
transformation that is needed and then determine
On
behalf
of
myself
and
the
Technology
&
Transfer
Conference
Committee, welcome
communities and experiential learning.
theAdvisory
user journey.
to Minneapolis! We are thrilled to have a range of professions represented at the conference—

Gen Z has grown up in the experience economy. They
Rather than focusing first on new technologies, institutions
admissions, registrar, retention, IT, enrollment management, transfer center, and financial aid—all
are accustomed to tailor-made and customized expemust define the desired transformation and user experiengaged in the many facets of student services technology and student transfer issues.
riences from all brands. Looking ahead, Joseph Pine
ence. The Pew Institute predicts there will be ubiquitous
We have
scheduled
over
sessions, aseconomy.
well as preconference
workshops,
roundtables,
predicts
we will
move into
the100
transformation
connectivity
by 2025.
People will complete many of the
and
networking
events
to
give
you
a
personalized
experience.
For
the
second
year,
we in
have
Customers will buy a series of customized experiences
digital tasks they do today
one system and will connect
identified sessions for our Innovation Hub, which identifies and highlights emerging technologies
that transform them. Transformation will become the new
in more integrated ways. Ubiquitous connectivity could
and innovative solutions that will help institutions improve services for students and facilitate
currency for Gen Z.
enable ubiquitous community.
student success. Topics identified for the Innovation Hub are labeled in the program.

Fortunately,
higher education
already
facilitates
If ubiquitous
the change a university looking
Our programming
will keep
you busy
during transforthe day, however,
be sure to community
take time toisexplore.
mation.
Students
come
to
campus
and
participate
in
a
for,
how
could
it
change
its
technology to meet that need?
Minneapolis is unlike any other city—with its chain of lakes, as well as 200 miles of walking,
seriesbiking,
of customized
ranging
Dr. Patel
a possible
scenario:
and crossexperiences,
country ski trails
withinfrom
the selecting
city limits. Also known
foroffered
a vibrant
arts and music
courses
to choosing
major
and
participating
in different
scene
that rivals aNew
York
City,
as well as the
best shopping in the region and world-class
A first-year student comes to campus and feels anxious.
Minneapolis
thetransformed.
perfect blend of natural beauty and urban sophistication.
clubs.museums,
When they
graduate, offers
they are
She is worried about navigating in a new place, finding
If you are
looking
to improve
transfer
practices,
or if youfriends,
apply technology
to your work as aand ensuring her
As colleges
and
universities
thinkyour
about
scalable
transforchoosing extracurriculars,
higher
professional,
the AACRAO Technology & Transfer
Conference
one-stop can connect her
mation,
theyeducation
must focus
on:
safety and
security.isIfyour
the institution
resource. So, whether you have responsibilities in one area or
both,
we’re
pleased
that
to a ubiquitous community,you’re
this could help the student
1. Agile
Communities
provide emotional
herecommunities.
to have fun, network,
and learn!
find the people and resources she needs to lower her
connections and a sense of security for students. As
We truly hope the 2018 AACRAO Technology & Transfer Conference
meets your personal and
anxieties.
students
interact
with different people, they get a cusprofessional
expectations.
tomized experience. Agile communities are essential
Several technologies could be used to lower anxieties
for transformation. Students and technologies are
and provide a transformative experience:
changing fast, and institutions need communities that
●● Data integration and visualization. The registrar
can change with them.
knows the student’s background from the application
2. Experiential learning. This is not new. A key aspect of
process and knows from past students what sucMark Simpson
experiential
learning is when students reflect on what
cessful trajectories look like in terms of courses and
AACRAO Technology & Transfer Conference Director
the experience meant to them. If a professor provides
extracurriculars. If technology can be used to connect
University Registrar
a hands-on experience for 500 students and each on
those data points, the university system can offer
Iowa State University
reflects on it, this translates into customized experiencsuggestions when the student goes to register for
es. By participating in a series of customized expericourses.
ences over a semester, students can be transformed.
●● Artificial intelligence. To enhance the ubiquitous community, the institution could provide the student with
an AI assistant who will ask questions and enhance the
“The beauty of the shift to the
registration experience. The AI assistant could protransformation economy is that
vide customized, personal recommendations, as well
higher education already does
as community suggestions related to clubs and other
transformation. Students come
campus resources.

to campus, they have a series
of customized experiences,
and when they graduate, they
are transformed. We are poised
to make the change already,
unlike other industries.”

●● Wearables. When the student walks into a class of 500
people, her smartwatch could alert her about students
enrolled in her other courses or that she met at orientation. It could prompt her to message them, so they
could sit together.

Sheetal J. Patel
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Institutions must develop a 10-year technology
Dear Colleague,
roadmap to support transformation goals.

“I encourage you to think about
your
10-yearwelcome
technology road
behalf of myself
andhave
the Technology
& Transfer
Conference Advisory
Committee,
OnceOn
transformation
goals
been identified,
colleges
to Minneapolis! We are thrilled to have a range of professions represented
at
the
conference—
map. What’s the transformation
and universities must analyze the technology stack needadmissions, registrar, retention, IT, enrollment management, transfer center, and financial aid—all
ed to support the student journey over the next decade.
you want to see on your
engaged in the many facets of student services technology and student transfer issues.
Student data is the “elephant in the room.” Data must be
campuses that will help Gen
Wethe
have
scheduled over
100 sessions,
as every
well aspiece
preconference workshops, roundtables,
part of
conversation.
Institutions
can’t use
Z students succeed? What
and networking
eventsespecially
to give you
a personalized
experience. For the second year, we have
of student
data they have,
with
FERPA regulatechnologies
are needed to
ourtoInnovation
Hub, which
identifies and highlights
emerging technologies
tions.identified
Thought sessions
must be for
given
ethics, privacy,
and how
that
reality?”
and innovative solutions that will help institutions improve services for make
students
andafacilitate
student
data will be used.
student success. Topics identified for the Innovation Hub are labeled inSheetal
the program.
J. Patel

Our programming will keep you busy during the day, however, be sure to take time to explore.
Minneapolis is unlike any other city—with its chain of lakes, as well as 200 miles of walking,
biking, and cross country ski trails within the city limits. Also known for a vibrant arts and music
scene that rivals New York City, as well as the best shopping in the region and world-class
museums, Minneapolis offers the perfect blend of natural beauty and urban sophistication.
If you are looking to improve your transfer practices, or if you apply technology to your work as a
higher education professional, the AACRAO Technology & Transfer Conference is your one-stop
resource. So, whether you have responsibilities in one area or both, we’re pleased that you’re
here to have fun, network, and learn!
We truly hope the 2018 AACRAO Technology & Transfer Conference meets your personal and
professional expectations.

Mark Simpson
AACRAO Technology & Transfer Conference Director
University Registrar
Iowa State University
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Dear Colleague,

Guided Pathways from Community College to
University
On behalf of myself and the Technology & Transfer Conference Advisory Committee, welcome
to Minneapolis! We are thrilled to have a range of professions represented at the conference—
admissions, registrar, retention, IT, enrollment management, transfer center, and financial aid—all
engaged in the many facets of student services technology and student transfer issues.

Shanna
Jaggars, Assistant
for Research
in Undergraduate
Education,
The Ohio State University, and
We Smith
have scheduled
over 100 Vice-Provost
sessions, as well
as preconference
workshops,
roundtables,
and networking
events
to give you
a personalized
Research
Affiliate, CCRC,
Teachers
College,
Columbia experience.
University For the second year, we have
identified sessions for our Innovation Hub, which identifies and highlights emerging technologies
and innovative solutions that will help institutions improve services for students and facilitate
OVERVIEW
KEY TAKEAWAYS
student success. Topics identified for the Innovation Hub are labeled in the program.

Four-year institutions have a vested interest in community
Community college students face significant
Ourstudents.
programming
will keep
you busy
during
the
day, however, be sure to take time to explore.
college
Community
colleges
enroll
over
one
barriers to transfer success.
is unlike
any other city—with
its chain of lakes, as well as 200 miles of walking,
third Minneapolis
of the nation’s
degree-seeking
undergraduates,
Four barriers
to transfer
success
biking, and cross country ski trails within the city limits. Also known
for a vibrant
arts and
musicthat confront community
especially traditionally underrepresented students. Over
college
students
are:
scene that rivals New York City, as well as the best shopping in the region and world-class
three quarters (80%) of community college students
museums, Minneapolis offers the perfect blend of natural beauty and urban sophistication.
1. Students encounter slow early academic progress.
intend to earn a bachelor’s degree. Yet, researchers have
you only
are looking
to improve
your transfer
practices,
or if you apply
technology
to your
work as acolleges earn a lower
Students
who enter
community
foundIf that
about 25%
of community
college
students
higher
AACRAO
Technology
& Transfer
Conference
is your
number
of credits
over one-stop
time. They are more likely to
transfer
to aeducation
four-year professional,
college withinthe
five
years and
only
resource.
So,
whether
you
have
responsibilities
in
one
area
or
both,
we’re
pleased
that
you’re
change
to
part-time
after
their first semester, as their
about 17% earn a bachelor’s degree within six years of
here to have fun, network, and learn!
peers
are
more
likely
to
be
working full-time, going
transfer.
to college
and striving
to avoid loans. In
We truly hope the 2018 AACRAO Technology & Transfer Conference
meetspart-time,
your personal
and
The three
studiesexpectations.
below have identified four major barricontrast, four-year students see their peers attending
professional
ers to transfer success. The good news is that implementcollege full-time and working part-time.
ing transfer practices can dramatically improve transfer
In addition, a larger proportion of credits earned by
rates and bachelor’s degree attainment.
community college students aren’t college-level. StuResearch Sources:
dents are more likely to be placed in developmental
courses at two-year colleges. At community colleges,
●● Are
Community
Mark
SimpsonCollege Transfer Students “A Good
up to half of the course credits taken in the first term
Bet”
for 4-Year
Admissions?
(2018 Conference
study of students
in
AACRAO
Technology
& Transfer
Director
or first year could be developmental credits that aren’t
University Registrar
Virginia)
college-level. The slower a student’s progress, the
Iowa State University
●● A Longitudinal Analysis of Community College
easier it becomes to stop for a semester and then
Pathways to Computer Science Bachelor’s Degrees
never return.
(2016 study for Google)
Slow Early Academic Progress Data from Virginia Study

●● Student Perspectives of Community College Pathways
to Computer Science Bachelor’s Degrees (2016 study
for Google)

CONTEXT
Shanna Smith Jaggars described challenges facing
community college students who intend to transfer to
four-year institutions. She discussed how universities can
partner with community colleges to support access and
academic success for transfer populations.
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The lack of well-trodden pathways suggests that more
2. Students make progress, but don’t transfer. Only 23%
Dear Colleague,
advising resources are needed. Students need help in
of community college students transfer within eight
On behalf
of enrollment.
myself and the
Technology
& Transfer
Committee,
welcome
aAdvisory
variety of
areas including:
years
of initial
Although
the transfer
rateConference
is
to Minneapolis!
We students
are thrilled
to have
a range
of professions represented at the conference—
much
higher among
who
receive
an associ−− Exploring
andfinancial
selecting
programs of study
admissions,
retention,
IT, enrollment
transfer
center, and
aid—all
ate’s
degree, registrar,
about one
third of those
studentsmanagement,
don’t
engaged
the manyinstitution.
facets of student services technology and student transfer issues.
transfer
to ainfour-year
−− Identifying potential transfer destinations
We that
haveStudents
scheduled
100 Even
sessions,
as wellProgress
as preconference workshops, roundtables,
Evidence
Don’tover
Transfer
After Making
−− Developing a transfer plan

and monitoring progress

and networking events to give you a personalized experience. For the second year, we have
identified sessions for our Innovation Hub, which identifies and highlights
emerging
technologies
−− Applying
to new institutions
and obtaining financial aid
and innovative solutions that will help institutions improve services for students and facilitate
−− Navigating
the logistics of the physical and social
student success. Topics identified for the Innovation Hub are labeled
in the program.

move

Our programming will keep you busy during the day, however, be sure to take time to explore.
Minneapolis is unlike any other city—with its chain of lakes, as well
as 200 miles
of walking,
Unfortunately,
large
caseloads make it difficult for adbiking, and cross country ski trails within the city limits. Also known
for
a
vibrant
arts
music
visors to provide thisand
level
of service. This leaves stuscene that rivals New York City, as well as the best shopping in the
region
and
world-class
dents frustrated and bewildered. Students are faced
museums, Minneapolis offers the perfect blend of natural beauty and urban sophistication.

with a cost-benefit analysis to determine whether to

If you are looking to improve your transfer practices, or if you apply
technology
to drop
your work
a
transfer
or simply
out ofascommunity
college.
higher education professional, the AACRAO Technology & Transfer Conference is your one-stop
3. both,
Students
credit
loss.
A 2015 study by Monaghan
resource. So, whether you have responsibilities in one area or
we’reface
pleased
that
you’re
and
Attewell
found
that:
here to have fun, network, and learn!

In addition, fewer than 3% of community college stu−− Just
58%your
of students
transferred 90%
We truly
thecomputer
2018 AACRAO
Technology
& Transfer
meets
personalsuccessfully
and
dents
whohope
earned
science
credentials
went Conference
professional
expectations.
of
their
credits
on to earn a bachelor’s degree in computer science
within seven years. One reason may be there is typi−− 15% can’t transfer any credits at all
cally no clear path for moving from community college
Students who can transfer 90% of their credits were
to a bachelor’s program.
2.5 times more likely to get their bachelor’s degree,
The “two plus two” pathway (i.e., completing two years
compared to those who transferred half or less.
atMark
a community
Simpsoncollege, followed by two years at a
Credits are lost for various reasons. Students may
university)
the norm.& In
fact, transfer
behaviors
are
AACRAOisn’t
Technology
Transfer
Conference
Director
be unclear about their eventual destination college
University
RegistrarA study conducted for Google found
highly
idiosyncratic.
and major. In addition, course requirements can vary
Iowa
State pathways
Universityto a computer science bachelor’s
1,213
unique
dramatically by destination major. Colleges may accept
degree among 3,290 degree earners. The top 10 pathgen-eds for college requirements, but majors may not
ways accounted for only 19% of the graduates.
accept them toward the major requirements.
Transfer Rates Among Community College Computer Science

“You can understand the
frustration that community
college students face when
they’ve spent time and money
they didn’t really have on
earning credits, then they are
told they have to take them
over again after they transfer
to a four-year institution.
It’s very disappointing and
frustrating.”
Shanna Smith Jaggars
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4. Students experience post-transfer “academic shock.”
Dear Colleague,
“Community college students
When community college students transfer to a fourOn institution,
behalf of myself
and the
Technology
& Transfer Conference Advisory
Committee,inwelcome
year
their GPAs
usually
drop suddenly
interested
computer science
to Minneapolis!
areover
thrilled
toThis
havemay
a range
of professions
represented
at
the
conference—
and
then bounceWe
back
time.
be due
to
go to the school that’s closest
admissions,
retention,
IT, enrollment
transfer center, and financial aid—all
the
challengesregistrar,
of navigating
a completely
newmanagement,
eduto them and it’s often just luck
engaged
in theand
many
facetsOnce
of student
services
technology and student transfer issues.
cational
setting
context.
transfer
students
that the community college
become
acclimated
the 100
newsessions,
institution,
We have
scheduledtoover
astheir
well grades
as preconference workshops, roundtables,
good transfer pathways.
rebound.
There are
several
reasons
equally experience. For thehas
and networking
events
to give
you awhy
personalized
second year, we have
Students
that
succeed in
identified sessions
for students
our Innovation
Hub, which identifies and highlights
emerging
technologies
academically
prepared
may experience
and innovative
solutions
that will they
help institutions
improve services for earning
students and
facilitate
a bachelor’s
degree
post-transfer
shock.
For instance,
may be overstudent success.
identified
for the
Innovation
Hub are labeled inaren’t
the program.
whelmed
by large Topics
class sizes
and less
diverse
environjust focused; they are
ments.
In addition, transfer
students
don’t
have
“firsthowever, be surealso
Our programming
will keep
you busy
during
thea day,
to take
time to explore.
fortunate.”
year
experience”
on campus
andcity—with
many social
clusters
Minneapolis
is unlike
any other
its chain
of lakes, as well as 200 miles of walking,
Shanna Smith Jaggars
like
studyand
groups
already
formed.
biking,
crosshave
country
ski trails
within the city limits. Also known for a vibrant arts and music
scene that rivals New York City, as well as the best shopping in the region and world-class
museums, Minneapolis offers the perfect blend of natural beauty and urban sophistication.

Indicators of Post-Transfer Academic Shock

essential
two-asand
If you are looking to improve your transfer practices, or if youImplementing
apply technology
to your work
a four-year college
transfer
practices
can
enhance
higher education professional, the AACRAO Technology & Transfer Conference is your one-stop student success.
resource. So, whether you have responsibilities in one area or
we’re pleased
thatresearchers
you’re
In both,
The Transfer
Playbook,
analyzed six
here to have fun, network, and learn!
high-performing pairs of community colleges and universities. Through
this work,
theyand
identified four essential
We truly hope the 2018 AACRAO Technology & Transfer Conference
meets your
personal
transfer practices that two- and four-year institutions can
professional expectations.
implement to support student success:

Mark Simpson
AACRAO Technology & Transfer Conference Director
Community college students that earn bachelor’s
University Registrar
degrees
Iowa are
Statefocused
Universityand fortunate.

In a study conducted for Google, researchers analyzed
community college students who earned computer science bachelor’s degrees. These individuals shared three
unique characteristics:
1. They lived near a tech hub. Examples include San
Francisco, Boston, and Dallas.
2. They stayed at a single community college and a single four-year institution. Most students attended a total
of two institutions and were more likely to go full-time.
3. They went to institutions with good transfer support.
Their schools implemented practices that resulted in
unusually high numbers of transfers and positive bachelor’s degree outcomes.

2. Create clear program pathways with aligned,
high-quality instruction. Colleagues at partner institutions must work collaboratively to create major-specific
program maps. Processes are also needed to update
and improve these maps over time. In some cases, it
will be necessary to design unconventional pathways.
In addition, community colleges must provide rigorous
instruction to prepare students.
3. Provide tailored transfer student advising. Advisors
must clearly articulate students’ transfer options and
help them determine their field of interest, major, and
preferred transfer destination as early as possible.
Advisors must also monitor student progress, provide
feedback, and intervene when students are off-track.
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1. Prioritize transfer student success. Transfer must be
communicated as a key component of the institution’s
mission. A best practice is sharing data to educate
about the need for improved transfer student outcomes. Institutions must dedicate significant resources to support transfer students. Everett Community
College’s transfer campaign, for example, has led to a
47% increase in transfer out rates and a 57% increase
in bachelor’s degree attainment.

WELCOME LETTER

2018 AACRAO Technology & Transfer Conference

Aspen/CCRC Transfer Playbook

Dear Colleague,

On behalf of myself and the Technology & Transfer Conference Advisory Committee, welcome
to Minneapolis! We are thrilled to have a range of professions represented at the conference—
admissions, registrar, retention, IT, enrollment management, transfer center, and financial aid—all
engaged in the many facets of student services technology and student transfer issues.
We have scheduled over 100 sessions, as well as preconference workshops, roundtables,
and networking events to give you a personalized experience. For the second year, we have
identified sessions for our Innovation Hub, which identifies and highlights emerging technologies
and innovative solutions that will help institutions improve services for students and facilitate
student success. Topics identified for the Innovation Hub are labeled in the program.
Our programming will keep you busy during the day, however, be sure to take time to explore.
Minneapolis is unlike any other city—with its chain of lakes, as well as 200 miles of walking,
biking, and cross country ski trails within the city limits. Also known for a vibrant arts and music
OSU Exploration:
Meta-Majors
scene that rivals
New York City, as well as the best shopping in the region and world-class
museums, Minneapolis offers the perfect blend of natural beauty and urban sophistication.
If you are looking to improve your transfer practices, or if you apply technology to your work as a
higher education professional, the AACRAO Technology & Transfer Conference is your one-stop
resource. So, whether you have responsibilities in one area or both, we’re pleased that you’re
here to have fun, network, and learn!
We truly hope the 2018 AACRAO Technology & Transfer Conference meets your personal and
professional expectations.

4. Build strong transfer partnerships. It is essential for
partner
institutions to build trusting relationships and
Mark Simpson
communicate
frequently
all levels.
This includes
AACRAO Technology
& at
Transfer
Conference
Director
sharing
dataRegistrar
on transfer student experiences and outUniversity
Iowa State
comes,
jointlyUniversity
investing in shared support services and
initiatives to benefit transfer students, and collaborating on improving instruction and services for transfer
students.
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WELCOME LETTER

2018 AACRAO Technology & Transfer Conference

Dear Colleague,

7 Insights at the Intersection of Student Success
and Technology
On behalf of myself and the Technology & Transfer Conference Advisory Committee, welcome
to Minneapolis! We are thrilled to have a range of professions represented at the conference—
admissions, registrar, retention, IT, enrollment management, transfer center, and financial aid—all
engaged in the many facets of student services technology and student transfer issues.

Michael
Executive over
Director,
AACRAOas well as preconference workshops, roundtables,
We Reilly,
have scheduled
100 sessions,
networking
events
to give
you a personalized experience. For the second year, we have
Johnand
O’Brien,
President
& CEO,
EDUCAUSE
identified sessions for our Innovation Hub, which identifies and highlights emerging technologies
and innovative solutions that will help institutions improve services
for students
and facilitate
The Traditional
Enrollment
Perspective
OVERVIEW
student success. Topics identified for the Innovation Hub are labeled in the program.

Both AACRAO and EDUCAUSE are engaging their memprogramming
willstudent
keep you
busy during
the day, however, be sure to take time to explore.
bers Our
in efforts
to improve
success.
At campuses
Minneapolis
is
unlike
any
other
city—with
its
chain
worldwide, technology has changed how higher edu- of lakes, as well as 200 miles of walking,
biking, and cross country ski trails within the city limits. Also known for a vibrant arts and music
cation operates. Technology now plays a pivotal role in
scene that rivals New York City, as well as the best shopping in the region and world-class
transfer, as well as enrollment and every aspect of the
museums, Minneapolis offers the perfect blend of natural beauty and urban sophistication.
student experience.
contrast,
the strategic
If you are looking to improve your transfer practices, or if youInapply
technology
to yourenrollment
work as a management (SEM)
Through
their
research
and
professional
events,
AACRAO
approach
starts
with
the
end
in mind and goes beyond
higher education professional, the AACRAO Technology & Transfer Conference is your one-stop
and EDUCAUSE
have
explored
how
technology
influstudent
access.
SEM
highlights
resource. So, whether you have responsibilities in one area or both, we’re pleased that you’rethe things that must occur
ences
student
success.
Insightsand
suggest
here
to have
fun, network,
learn! that technolobefore students even arrive on campus, such as P-14
gies like iPASS, as well as organizational practices like
partnerships, bridge programs, and outreach. In addition,
We truly hope the 2018 AACRAO Technology & Transfer Conference meets your personal and
cross-functional
collaboration,
strategic
planning,
project
degree attainment isn’t the final goal. The objective is to
professional expectations.
management, and clear process mapping, can improve
generate graduates who enjoy career and work success,
student success.
and satisfied and engaged alumni who donate to sustain
the institution.

CONTEXT
Michael Reilly and John O’Brien discussed how student
Mark
Simpsonand technology overlap. They dissuccess
initiatives
AACRAO
Technology
& Transfer
Conference
cussed how synergies
between
these
areas can Director
benefit
University
Registrar
students, as well as colleges and universities.
Iowa State University

KEY TAKEAWAYS

Michael Reilly

Begin with the end in mind.
Many times, when higher education teams start on projects, they focus on solving an immediate transactional
problem. They don’t think about the end goal. As a result,
their path becomes circuitous with many discoveries
along the way. If teams start with the end in mind, they will
build a different process to achieve their objectives.
For example, the traditional enrollment perspective in
higher education has been a straight line with degree
attainment at the end of the cycle. Yet many teams tasked
with enrollment have focused only on student access at
the front end: recruitment, admissions, orientation, and
financial aid. They haven’t focused on the end goal, which
is degree attainment and student success.

Don’t be dazzled by technology or hype.
Hype about new technologies has been a reality for decades, going back to the early 1900s. In today’s world, the
Gartner Hype Cycle is a way to think about how organizations become enamored with new technologies. When
a new technology emerges, everyone experiences the
“peak of inflated expectations” during which they believe
the technology will solve every imaginable problem.
When they realize this isn’t the case, they descend into
the “trough of disillusionment.” Some technologies, like
Second Life, never make it past the trough of disillusionment. In some cases, organizations derive benefit from
technologies and enter the “plateau of productivity.”
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“To attain sustained enrollment
outcomes, teams must focus
on the end goal, but their
work must also be built on the
foundations of a strategic plan.”

WELCOME LETTER

2018 AACRAO Technology & Transfer Conference

The Gartner Hype Cycle

Each year, EDUCAUSE publishes a list of Top 10 IT issue
lists. In 2018, student success technology was #2, after
On behalf of myself and the Technology & Transfer Conference
Advisory
Committee,
welcome
security.
EDUCAUSE
offers
several iPASS-related resourcto Minneapolis! We are thrilled to have a range of professions
at the conference—
esrepresented
which include:
Dear Colleague,

admissions, registrar, retention, IT, enrollment management, transfer center, and financial aid—all
●● The
iPASS
Grant issues.
Challenge
engaged in the many facets of student services technology and
student
transfer

●● Integrated
Planning
and Advising Tools
We have scheduled over 100 sessions, as well as preconference
workshops,
roundtables,
and networking events to give you a personalized experience. For the second year, we have
●● highlights
Implementation
Checklist
identified sessions for our Innovation Hub, which identifies and
emerging
technologies
and innovative solutions that will help institutions improve services
for
students
and
facilitate
Evidence from numerous
institutions suggests that these
student success. Topics identified for the Innovation Hub are labeled in the program.
technologies work:

Our programming will keep you busy during the day, however, be sure to take time to explore.
University
iPASS Results
Minneapolis is unlike any other city—with its chain of lakes, asCollege
well asor
200
miles of walking,
Rather
than and
being
dazzled
by ski
technology,
a better
biking,
cross
country
trails within
the city limits. Also known
for a vibrant
music 2012 and 2013, fall-to-fall
Montgomery
Countyarts and
• Between
sceneisthat
rivals
New York
City,informed
as well as
the best
the region
and world-class
approach
to be
inspired
by and
about
tech-shopping in
Community
College
persistence rates increased 2.2%
museums,
Minneapolis
offers
the perfect
blendand
of natural beauty and urban sophistication.
nology.
EDUCAUSE
conducts
extensive
research
• Overall student success rates

identifies
related
educational
technology.
This or if you apply technology to your work
were 3%
If youtrends
are looking
toto
improve
your transfer
practices,
as ahigher for new students
from
spring
information
is
more
useful
to
focus
on
than
the
hype.
It
is
higher education professional, the AACRAO Technology & Transfer Conference is your one-stop to fall
also essential
thehave
people.
Technology intools
• During
resource. to
So,remember
whether you
responsibilities
one area orPatrick
both, Henry
we’re pleased that
you’rethe first year, year-to-year
Community
College
retention
grew 8%
are great,
but
people
are
what
make
technology
work.
here to have fun, network, and learn!
• Persistence increased 2%

We truly hope the 2018 AACRAO Technology & Transfer Conference meets your personal and

Don’tprofessional
forget to use
what you have.
expectations.

Incremental innovation can occur on top of the existing technology infrastructure. Badges, for example, are
becoming very common in higher education. To support
them, however, institutions don’t have to create new
curricular structures and systems. Badges represent small
learning
modules
that already exist. They enable students
Mark
Simpson
to gain
small pieces
of validated
learning.
Some believe
AACRAO
Technology
& Transfer
Conference
Director
badges
could be
the transcript of the future.
University
Registrar
Iowa State University

When institutions buy SIS or ERP systems, it is as if they
buy a mansion but only use a few rooms. Colleges and
universities implement the technology, but never get to
phase two. They focus on one narrow part of the system.
Using the mansion analogy, institutions end up working
out of one room and that room gets messy. A best practice for colleges and universities is to use the technology
they have.

Learn from iPASS takeaways.
Student success is one of the most important ways that
technology is making a difference on campuses. Many
institutions are working with Integrated Planning and
Advising for Student Success, or iPASS. This methodology is supported through technology-enabled software
solutions.

Georgia State University • By the end of the 2016-17 year,
graduation rates nearly doubled in
a four-year period
Middle Tennessee State
University

• Between 2017 and 2018, fall to
spring persistence increased 2.4%
• Persistence of new transfer
students increased 5.2%

University of South
Florida

• At the end of the 2016-2017 year,
retention rates increased 2% and
graduation rates increased 3%

University of Texas at
San Antonio

• Over the five-year period ending
in spring 2017, the retention rate
increased 9% (62% to 71%)

Central Michigan
University

• Between year 1 and year 2,
persistence increased 3.6%,
resulting in an additional $3M in
revenue

A recent report by the RPK Group found that on average
$1,000,000 is saved through retention strategies.
EDUCAUSE has created maturity indices for digital capabilities and analytics. Although institutions are investing
in different digital tools related to iPASS, they may not be
investing enough in analytics and data. It is also important
to remember that people, connections, and collaboration
are what make student success technology implementations successful. Technology alone isn’t enough.
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• Graduation rates increase 43%

WELCOME LETTER

2018 AACRAO Technology & Transfer Conference

Digital Capabilities Index

Collaboration is essential as colleges and universities explore new technologies. The heat map chart below shows
On behalf of myself and the Technology & Transfer Conference
Committee,
welcome
the Advisory
groups involved
in iPASS
technology implementations
to Minneapolis! We are thrilled to have a range of professions
the conference—
atrepresented
19 institutionsatacross
the country. Although these systems
admissions, registrar, retention, IT, enrollment management, transfer
center,soand
financial
aid—all
are designed
faculty
can help
students be successful,
engaged in the many facets of student services technology and
student
transfer
issues.
these projects had low levels of faculty and student involvement.workshops,
Collaboration
and buy-in across stakeholder groups
We have scheduled over 100 sessions, as well as preconference
roundtables,
are
essential
for
successful
implementations.
and networking events to give you a personalized experience. For the second year, we have
Dear Colleague,

identified sessions for our Innovation Hub, which identifies and highlights emerging technologies
Stakeholder
Involvement
iPASS Change Management Initiatives
and innovative solutions that will help institutions improve services
for students
andinfacilitate
student success. Topics identified for the Innovation Hub are labeled in the program.
Our programming will keep you busy during the day, however, be sure to take time to explore.
Minneapolis is unlike any other city—with its chain of lakes, as well as 200 miles of walking,
biking, and cross country ski trails within the city limits. Also known for a vibrant arts and music
scene that rivals New York City, as well as the best shopping in the region and world-class
Analytics
MaturityMinneapolis
Index
museums,
offers the perfect blend of natural beauty and urban sophistication.
If you are looking to improve your transfer practices, or if you apply technology to your work as a
higher education professional, the AACRAO Technology & Transfer Conference is your one-stop
resource. So, whether you have responsibilities in one area or both, we’re pleased that you’re
here to have fun, network, and learn!
We truly hope the 2018 AACRAO Technology & Transfer Conference meets your personal and
professional expectations.
Working together is the only way to make meaningful

progress. One of EDUCAUSE’s three strategic priorities
is expanding partnerships and collaboration. IT must engage in dialogue with registrars, admissions, vice presidents, provosts, NACUBO representatives, and more.
Mark Simpson
AACRAO Technology & Transfer Conference Director
University
“We’veRegistrar
moved from the idea
Iowaof
State
University as a utility that
technology

works in the background
quietly, to technology becoming
a strategic asset. Technology
is providing traction to solve
problems on campus.”

Make things as seamless as possible.
Institutions must lay out a clear pathway for students to
attain their degree goal. Many community colleges and
four-year institutions are participating in partnerships to
smooth the transfer path for students.
Example Flowchart—Transferring from a Two-Year Institution to
a Four-Year Institution

John O’Brien

Collaborate, collaborate, collaborate!
Both chief enrollment officers and IT groups must strive
for higher levels of collaboration across the institution.
By connecting with different units across campus, chief
enrollment officers can promote student success. In the
past, successful IT people worked behind closed doors.
However, a siloed approach won’t move IT to a strategic
asset that delivers value to the institution. IT teams must
learn what it means to be a collaborator, rather than a
gatekeeper.
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WELCOME LETTER

2018 AACRAO Technology & Transfer Conference

Invest in you.

●● AACRAO International. This arm of AACRAO has shifted its focus from international credential evaluation to
Both EDUCAUSE and AACRAO offer a variety of profesOn
behalf
of
myself
and
the
Technology
&
Transfer
Conference
Advisoryand
Committee,
welcome
training
building global
partnerships.
sional development activities. John O’Brien and Michael
Dear Colleague,

Minneapolis!
We are
thrilled to have a range of professions represented at the conference—
Reillytodiscussed
different
opportunities:
In addition to these activities, it is also possible for higher
admissions, registrar, retention, IT, enrollment management, transfer center, and financial aid—all

education
to take a “do it yourself” apengaged inInstitute.
the manyMultiple
facets ofprograms
student services
technology and
studentprofessionals
transfer issues.
●● EDUCAUSE
are targeted
proach to professional development. For example, if you
atWe
higher
ed
IT
professionals
at
all
levels.
have scheduled over 100 sessions, as well as preconference workshops, roundtables,
do specialized work and only three or four other people
and networking
events
to give you and
a personalized
experience. For the second year, we have
●● AACRAO
professional
proficiencies
core compework in that field nationwide, consider meeting with them
identified
ourjust
Innovation
Hub, which
identifies and highlights emerging technologies
tencies.
It issessions
importantfornot
to be a tactical
and transand creating
your own
professional development group.
and innovative solutions that will help institutions improve services
for students
and facilitate
actional higher education practitioner, but to think more
student success. Topics identified for the Innovation Hub are labeled in the program.
broadly about big-picture issues. Professional proficienOurare
programming
will keepneeded
you busy
the day, however, be sure to take time to explore.
cies
detailed processes
to during
be successful
Minneapolis
is
unlike
any
other
city—with
its
chain
of lakes, as well as 200 miles of walking,
on the job, while core competencies overlay everything
biking,
and
cross
country
ski
trails
within
the
city
limits.
Also known for a vibrant arts and music
an individual does on the job. AACRAO offers a SEM
scene
that
rivals
New
York
City,
as
well
as
the
best
shopping
in the region and world-class
badge as part of its professional development portfolio.
museums, Minneapolis offers the perfect blend of natural beauty and urban sophistication.
AACRAO also encourages higher education profesIf you to
arecontribute
looking totoimprove
transfersessions,
practices, or if you apply technology to your work as a
sionals
the fieldyour
by hosting
higher education
professional,
AACRAO
Technology & Transfer Conference is your one-stop
suggesting
workshop
topics, andthe
writing
papers.
resource. So, whether you have responsibilities in one area or both, we’re pleased that you’re
here EDUCAUSE
to have fun,
network, and learn!
Institute
We truly hope the 2018 AACRAO Technology & Transfer Conference meets your personal and
professional expectations.

Mark Simpson
AACRAO Technology & Transfer Conference Director
University Registrar
Iowa State University
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WELCOME LETTER

2018 AACRAO Technology & Transfer Conference

Dear Colleague,
On behalf of myself and the Technology & Transfer Conference Advisory Committee, welcome
to Minneapolis! We are thrilled to have a range of professions represented at the conference—
admissions, registrar, retention, IT, enrollment management, transfer center, and financial aid—all
engaged in the many facets of student services technology and student transfer issues.

Biographies

We have scheduled over 100 sessions, as well as preconference workshops, roundtables,

Prior to his appointment at EDUCAUSE, he served as
SHANNA
SMITH
JAGGARS
and networking
events
to give you a personalized experience. For the second year, we have

senior vice chancellor of academic and student affairs.

identified
sessions forfor
ourResearch
InnovationinHub, which identifies and highlights emerging technologies
Assistant
Vice-Provost
John holds
a bachelor’s
degree in English and English
and innovative
solutions that
helpState
institutions
improve services
for students
and facilitate
Undergraduate
Education,
Thewill
Ohio
University

Augustana College, a master’s degree in
student success. Topics identified for the Innovation Hub areeducation
labeled in from
the program.
Shanna Smith Jaggars is Assistant Vice-Provost for
Anglo-Irish Literature from the University of Dublin (Trinity
Our programming
will keep
you busy
during
theState
day, however, be sure to take time to explore.
Research
in Undergraduate
Education
at The
Ohio
College), and a doctorate in English from the University of
Minneapolis
is
unlike
any
other
city—with
its
chain
of lakes, as well as 200 miles of walking,
University, where she provides evidence-based support
Minnesota. Contact John at: jobrien@educause.edu.
biking,toand
cross access
countryand
ski trails
withinsuccess
the city limits. Also known for a vibrant arts and music
for efforts
improve
academic
scene
thatuniversity’s
rivals New undergraduates.
York City, as well Previously,
as the best Dr.
shopping in the region and world-class
among
all the
SHEETAL
PATEL
museums, Minneapolis offers the perfect blend of natural beauty
and urbanJ.
sophistication.
Jaggars was Assistant Director of the Community College
Director
and work
Content
If youCenter,
are looking
to improve
your
transfer practices,
apply technology
to your
as a Lead for the
Research
Teachers
College,
Columbia
University.or if youAssociate

CareerConference
Management
Center,
Stanford Graduate
higher education professional, the AACRAO Technology & Transfer
is your
one-stop

Dr. Jaggars
hasSo,
published
on student sucSchool
of Business
resource.
whether extensively
you have responsibilities
in one area or
both, we’re
pleased that you’re
The
Journal
cess here
topics
in
journals
such
as
to have fun, network, and learn! of Higher
Dr. Sheetal J. Patel is a fourteen-year veteran of creating
Education, Economics of Education Review, Educational
engagingmeets
brands,
strategies,
We truly hope the 2018 AACRAO Technology & Transfer Conference
yourmarketing
personal communication
and
Evaluation and Policy Analysis, Journal of Research on
and stories that effectively impact people’s lives. Her
professional expectations.
Educational Effectiveness, Community College Review,
recent research has focused on transforming learning and
Computers & Education, and American Journal of Distechnology for Generation Z and brand management in
tance Education. She also currently serves as an Assohigher education. She is currently the Associate Director
ciate Editor for the journal Online Learning. Her 2015
and Content Lead for the Career Management Center at
book from Harvard University Press (co-authored with
the Stanford Graduate School of Business, and consults
Thomas Bailey and Davis Jenkins), Redesigning America’s
regularly in the area of marketing and branding.
Mark Simpson
Community
Colleges:
A Clearer
PathConference
to Student Success
AACRAO
Technology
& Transfer
Director,
Throughout her career, Patel has served in marketing
distills
a wealthRegistrar
of research evidence into a playbook for
University
communication roles in Stanford Student Affairs, Unicollege
redesign.
Iowa
State University
versity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, the University of
Texas at Arlington, and Sulekha LLC. She also served as
JOHN O’BRIEN
tenure-track faculty at the University of Texas at Arlington.
President & CEO, EDUCAUSE
She has a Ph.D. in Strategic Communication from the
John O’Brien is President and CEO of EDUCAUSE, a
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill; and a Master’s
nonprofit association whose mission is to advance higher
degree in Advertising and two Bachelor’s degrees in Adeducation through the use of information technology.
vertising and Public Relations from the University of Texas
Throughout his 25-year career in higher education, John
at Austin.
has served as a leader in technology, academics, and
Patel has published work in journals, such as Internationinstitutional leadership. He was a faculty leader in inal Journal of Nonprofit and Voluntary Sector Marketing,
structional technology, a statewide IT project leader, and
Journal of Advertising Education, and Journal of Health
associate vice chancellor/deputy CIO at the system level.
Communication. She was awarded the prestigious NACE/
He has been a provost and college president in the MinChevron Award by the National Association of Colleges
nesota State Colleges and Universities (MnSCU) system,
and Employers for achievement and innovation in brandthe fifth largest higher education system in the country.
ing. She has also been the recipient of over $225,000 in
fellowships, grants, and scholarships for her research.
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WELCOME LETTER

2018 AACRAO Technology & Transfer Conference

MICHAEL
REILLY
Dear Colleague,

Executive Director, AACRAO

On behalf of myself and the Technology & Transfer Conference Advisory Committee, welcome

Mike to
Reilly
serves asWe
theare
Executive
Director
the AmerMinneapolis!
thrilled to
have aofrange
of professions represented at the conference—
ican Association
of
Collegiate
Registrars
and
Admissions
admissions, registrar, retention, IT, enrollment management, transfer center, and financial aid—all
Officers
(AACRAO).
coming
to AACRAO
he served
engaged
in thePrior
manytofacets
of student
services
technology and student transfer issues.
as the Executive Director for the Council of Presidents,
We have scheduled over 100 sessions, as well as preconference workshops, roundtables,
an association of the six public baccalaureate degree
and networking events to give you a personalized experience. For the second year, we have
granting
institutions in the state of Washington. He has 25
identified sessions for our Innovation Hub, which identifies and highlights emerging technologies
yearsand
of experience
in university
admisinnovative solutions
that administration,
will help institutions
improve services for students and facilitate
sionsstudent
and enrollment
management,
including
having
been
success. Topics identified for the Innovation
Hub are labeled in the program.
the Associate Vice President for Enrollment Management
Our programming will keep you busy during the day, however, be sure to take time to explore.
at both Central Washington University and Humboldt State
Minneapolis is unlike any other city—with its chain of lakes, as well as 200 miles of walking,
University.
biking, and cross country ski trails within the city limits. Also known for a vibrant arts and music
scene that
rivals
City, as
well ason
the
best shopping in the region and world-class
He recently
served
onNew
the York
American
Council
Education
museums,
Minneapolis
offers
the
perfect
blend
natural beauty and urban sophistication.
Board of Directors and is currently on the American of
Coun-

cil onIfEducation’s
Commission
on your
Education
Attainment
you are looking
to improve
transfer
practices, or if you apply technology to your work as a
and Innovation
and
the
College
Board’s
Access
Diver- & Transfer Conference is your one-stop
higher education professional, the AACRAO and
Technology
resource. So,Advisory
whether you
haveHe
responsibilities
one area or both, we’re pleased that you’re
sity Collaborative
Council.
is a frequent in
writer
here to have
fun, network,
and learn!
and speaker
on public
policy matters
impacting higher
education.
Contact
Michael
reillym@aacrao.org.
We truly
hope the
2018 at
AACRAO
Technology & Transfer Conference meets your personal and
professional expectations.

Mark Simpson
AACRAO Technology & Transfer Conference Director
University Registrar
Iowa State University
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